**Challenges**

- Are you looking to speed up your shipping processes and improve the efficiency of the day-to-day work performed by your logistics employees?
- Do you perform a vast range of shipping processes and want to dispatch different shipments to a single goods receiver as a cross-delivery shipment?
- Do you spend a lot of time and effort in your company training employees to use the various packaging interfaces in SAP (shipment and transportation level)?
- Do you need a weight in SAP ERP, S/4HANA and / or SAP EWM?

**it.x-scale**

Integrating electronic scales in an SAP system poses a real challenge for many companies. The it.x-scale scales adapter allows you to quickly and effectively connect electronic scales or weighing terminals from different manufacturers to your SAP system.

it.x-scale is also compatible with it.x-packIT EWM, allowing the weight of the shipment to be calculated directly at the packing table.

**it.x-packIT EWM**

In addition to the traditional packing table solution in the ERP (it.x-packIT), the it.x-press portfolio also features the it.x-packIT EWM solution. Tailored to your EWM system, this solution offers crucial added value for your logistics team. Customized in line with your requirements, it.x-packIT EWM speeds up your shipping processes because functions such as the ability to change service providers, service codes, packaging material or weights make the day-to-day work performed by your employees much easier.

Not only can our solution be operated using a keyboard, barcode scanner or mouse, but it also features a range of customizing options. For example, you can personalize your packing stations using packing table profiles and assign defined packing table profiles to users. It.x-packIT EWM continues to support cross-delivery shipments. The packaging functionality for each packing table, which can also be personalized with an advanced or basic packaging dialog, as well as defined packing rules that can be applied are valuable services offered by it.x-packIT EWM designed to ensure optimal shipping processes!
Key Features of it.x-packIT EWM and it.x-scale

- Handling of cross-delivery shipments;
- Packaging functionality for each packing table – personalized with an advanced or basic packaging dialog;
- Personalized weight and goods receiver address check routines – can be activated on a packing-table-specific basis;
- Personalization of the packing stations via the it.x-packIT EWM packing table profile;
- Specific configuration of input fields and printing times;
- Direct access to the worklist or specific documents;
- Scanner optimization;
- Packing-table-specific display of the handling unit tree / packaging dialog;
- Service-specific status messages displayed in a message list;
- Information about the transport service provider and service code for a shipment;
- Ability to change the transport service provider and service code directly in the packing table application;
- Integration of electronic scales in the SAP ERP / EWM system

Your Advantages

Clarity and Transparency
thanks to a central interface for your shipping team in the SAP ERP / EWM system at delivery and / transportation level.

Efficiency
thanks to a simplified packaging process and integration of scales from different manufacturers via a central platform.

Saving You Time
not least because the intuitive interface makes it much quicker and easier to train employees.

Flexibility
thanks to a range of customizing options.

Want to see a live demonstration of our solution? Then arrange for your personal it.x-packIT EWM and it.x-scale demo – no obligation and free of charge.
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